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OBLIQUE SUBJECTS IN OLD SCANDINA VlAN 
1. Introduction 
This paper gathers and examines examples with Oblique subject-like 
NPs (OSL-NPs) from Old English and Old Scandin~vian, i.e., Old Ice-
landic, Old Swedish and Old Danish, with the intention to support 
the hypothesis that OSL-NPs were syntactic subjects at these earlier 
stages, as they are in Modern Icelandic.1 
In section 2 I illustrate that Old Scandinavian OSL-NPs pass all 
(known) subjecthood tests of Old Scandinavian and Old English. I 
argue that since OSL-NPs seem to behave in Old Scandinavian as 
they do in Modern Icelandic, we should analyse them in Qld Scan-
dinavian as we do in Modern Icelandic. I also argue that since the 
structure and the case system of Old Scandinavian is very similar to 
the structure and the case system of Modern Icelandic, we should ex-
pect to find Oblique subjects in Old Scandinavian. I show that the 
seeming counterexamples proposed in the literature against the claim 
that OSL-NPs are syntactic subjects do not pose a problem. Therefore, I 
argue, there is nothing that indicates any other syntactic status than 
that of subjects. 
2. Oblique Subjects in Old Scandinavian 
2.1. Introduction 
The subjecthood of OSL-NPs in Experiencer Constructions2 in Old 
Norse (Old IcelandidOld Norwegian) is much debated. Faarlund, in 
his earlier work (1980), argued that these oblique NPs actually are 
subjects, while in his more recent work (1987, 1990) he has taken 
another stand and claims that they are not. Rtignvaldsson, in his 
1991 paper, argues for these OSL-NPs being subjects in Old Icelan-
dic, and in his 1996 paper gives strong arguments for that analysis. 
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Kristoffersen (1991, 1994) and M!?lrck (1992) claim the opposite, and 
so does Falk (1995, 1997) for Old Swedish. Haugan (1998a and 1998b) 
again argues that OSL-NPs are syntactic subjects in Old Norse; These 
different opinions can partly be ascribed to different traditio.ns. The 
corresponding NPs in Modern Scandinavian, both Mainland and In-
sular, are all considered subjects. In Mainland Scandinavian they are 
nominative subjects, and in Icelandic and Faroese, they.are Oblique 
subjects. Since nominative case is positionally determined in Modern 
Mainland Scandinavian, i.e., there is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween nominative case and the subject position, it follows that no ob-
lique NP can be a subject, since oblique NPs only appear in non-sub-
ject positions. IIi Icelandic, on the other hand, there is no such corre-
spondenc~_ between morphological case and position; nominative is 
the unmarked subject case, while accusative, dative and genitive sub-
ject cases are marke~l. 
These different opinions regarding the syntactic status· of OSL-
NPs, mentioned above, may also be due to different theoretical stand-
points and differences in the goals of the investigations. Kristoffersen 
(1991, 1994), M!?lrck (1992) and Falk (1995·, 1997) all have the opinion 
that since they cannot find conclusive evidence for the subjecthood of 
OSL-NPs, these should not be considered subjects. My standpoint is 
exactly the opposite. OSL-NPs in Old Scandinavian may very well be 
subjects even though proving that beyond doubt is hard or impossi-
ble. I concur with Rognvaldsson (1996:55) in assuming that since 
OSL-NPs are Oblique subjects in Modern Icelandic, and ·since OSL-
NPs seem to behave alike in Old and Modern tcelandic, we should 
conclude that their status is the same unless we have a reason for 
assuming otherwise. For example, if we come across the IcI. verb 
hj6lpa 'help', Sw. hjiilpa in texts from earlier language periods, and 
the verb help seems to be constructed, in these texts, as it is con-
structed today, then we should assume that it was constructed as it is 
today. In order to assume another construction for the verb help than 
the one in the present-day language, we have to have data which 
point in that direction. Similarly, consider the verb dreyma 'dream'. 
In Modern Icelandic dream is constructed with two accusatives, one 
with the role of the Experiencer, the other with the role of the Theme. 
By applying certain subjecthood tests on the verb dream we know 
that the Experiencer is the subject and the Theme is the object. Ob-
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serving that dream is constructed in the same way in Old Scandina·· 
vian as in Modern Icelandic,8 there is no reason to assume another 
analysis of the accusatIve Experiencer in Old Scandinavian. 
In a way, then, my approach is diachronic, with a strong anchoring 
. in the modern language, whereas Kristoffersen, M!?lrck and Falk have 
a more synchronic approach, viewing the language period in question 
as a static, closed entity, with its own premises. Kristoffersen (1991) 
has two goals; first he asks the question which grammatical roles exist 
in Old Norse and what their properties are. Second, he asks the ques-
tion if Oblique subjects exist in Old Norse as they do in Modern Ice-
landic and Modern Faroese. He finds that the subject exists as a cate-
gory and that it is definable in relation to the other grammatical 
roles, and he then concludes that OSL-NPs were not syntactic sub-
jects, since the evidence for such analysis is not conclusive. 
The goal of Kristoffersen (1994) is to compare passive formation in 
Old Norse and Modern Icelandic. In that context, the question of the 
syntactic status ofOSL-NPs becomes highly relevant. As in his previ-
ous study, Kristoffersen concludes that the evidence is not sufficient 
for him to analyse the OSL-NPs as syntactic subjects, hence, accord-
ing to his premises, he is forced to analyse them as syntactic objects. 
M!?lrck (1992) also has two goals in his investigation; first to investi-
gate what properties are subjecthood properties in Old Norse compar-
ed to Modern Norwegian, second to find out if Old Norse had Oblique 
subjects. He concludes that in Old Norse, only nominative NPs have 
subject properties, hence, he also has to conclude that Oblique sub-
jects did not exist in Old Norse. 
Falk (1995,1997) discusses the syntactic status ofOSL-NPs in Old 
Swedish. She finds that the Old Swedish material is ambiguous, and 
that therefore it is impossible on syntactic grounds to argue without 
reasonable doubt that OSL-NPs are subjects. It is always possible, 
she claims, to interpret OSL-NPs as objects. She concludes, as Kri-
stoffersen does, that Oblique subjects did not exist in Old Swedish 
since the evidence is not conclusive. 
Rognvaldsson (1996:38) points out that all scholars discussing the 
existence of Oblique subjects in Old Icelandic assume that Oblique 
subjects exist in Modern Icelandic. One might say that Rognvalds-
son's analysis is a claim of consistency; since OSL-NPs are analysed 
as syntactic subjects in the modern language they should be analysed 
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the same in the ancestor language, providing they have the same pro-
perties. And since no scholar seems to question the analysis of OSL-
NPs as syntactic subjects in Modern Icelandic, the same scholars are 
taking a controversial stand in assuming another analysis for the 
phenomenon in the ancestor language. I agree with Rognvaldsson, 
but it seems to me that most of the scholars can argue against that 
. and claim that they are investigating the ancestor language synchro-
nically, as a closed system with its own premises, different from the 
premises of Modern Icelandic and Modern Faroese, even though they 
do not, all of them, state that explicitly. Falk (1997) is definitely in-
vestigating Old Swedish as a syncronic whole even though she as-
sumes (some of) the same subjecthood properties for Old Swedish as 
are assumed for Modern Icelandic. Mjljrck (1992) starts off with the 
subjecthood properties of Modern Norwegian and ends up with a mor-
phological definition of the subject. Kristoffersen seems to have both 
views at the same time. We are hereby confronted with great metho-
dological problems and differences, which definitely are interesting 
enough to be looked at more closely. I will refrain from doing that 
here and refer the interested reader to my discussion in Barodal 
(1999), where I show that some of the methods applied exclude Obli-
que subjects, a priori. 
The hypothesis of my paper is twofold: 
(1) a. OSL-NPs are syntactic subjects in Old Scandinavian as in 
Modern Icelandic, since they seem to have the same prop-
erties. 
b. Languages with a similar structure and a similar case 
system as Modern Icelandic presumably also have Oblique 
subjects, since Modern Icelandic has Oblique subjects. 
Thereby I am making the claim that all the Old Scandinavian lan-
guages had Oblique subjects, ifnot allthe Old Germanic languages. 
2.2. The Definition of a Subject 
I define both subject and object as syntactic units. The syntactic sub-
ject combines with the predicate in generating a grammatical clause. 
The predicate can be further divided into verb and object, amongst 
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other things. The syntactic object is thereby a part of the predicate. 
The result of this is that the subject and the object have different 
relations to the verb. How we choose to formally characterize this re-
lation is of no importance here. It is sufficient for the purpose ofthis 
paper that the subject participates in grammatical processes, in 
which the object does not participate. These result in the so-called 
subject properties. According to Sigurosson (1989:209), prototypical 
subject properties can be measured by. certain subjecthood tests. 
Following Rognvaldsson (1996) I will use the subjecthood tests listed 
in (2): . 
(2) Prototypical subject properties tests 
1. Neutral word order in declarative main clauses 
2. Subject-verb Inversion 
3. Position in subordinate clauses 
4. Subject-to-object Raising 
5. Subject-to-subject Raising 
6. Clause-bounded reflexivization 
7. Long distance reflexivization 
8. Control 
9. Conjunction Reduction 
2.3. The Old Scandinavian Data 
Since Modern Icelandic has attested Oblique subjects, we will compare 
Modern Icelandic with Old Icelandic, Old Swedish and Old Danish, 
adding some examples from Old English, and a note on the situation 
in German. I will start by giving arguments for the subjecthood of 
OSL-NPs ill Old Scandinavian (this section), proceeding with a dis-
cussion of data that have been used to argue against the subjecthood 
of OSL-NPs (section 2.4), concluding that these arguments are not 
conclusive. In section 2.5 I will summarize my conclusions. 
2.3.1. Conjunction Reduction and Clause-Bounded Reflexivization 
In Modern Icelandic' Conjunction Reduction, the subject of a coordin-
ated clause can be omitted if it is coindexed with the subject of the 
main clause, independently of the morphological case of the main 
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clause subject and of the morphological case of the subject ofthe coor-
dinated clause: 
(3) a. Hann. elskar bffikur og (hann.) skilur pffir. 
I I 
'He. (nom.) loves books and (he.) (nom.) understands them.' 
I I 
b. Hanni elskar bffikur og (honumi) finnst pffir skemmtilegar .. 
'He. (nom.) loves books and (he.) (dat.) finds· them enter-
I I 
taining.' 
c. Honum. leioast bffikur og (hann.) hatar ao lesa pffir. 
I. I 
'Hei (dat.) is bored by books and (hei) (nom.) hates reading 
them.' 
In Clause;:bounded reflexivizatio"n, the reflexives are obligatory when 
referring to the subject of the clause, be it nominative or oblique: 
(4) a. Hann. elskar b6kina sina. 
I I. 
'Hei (nom.) loves hisi book.' 
b. Honum. finnst b6kin SIn. skemmtileg. I , 
'Hei (dat.) is amused by hisi book.' 
These two subjecthood tests, applicable to Modern Icelandic as illus-
trated above, are not conclusive when it comes to Old Icelandic (see 
Rognvaldsson 1991, 1996; Kristoffersen 1991, 1994;· M!Ilrck 1992). 
Clause-bounded reflexivization is not conclusive, since not only sub-
jects trigger reflexivization, but objects do so too. The same goes for 
Conjunction Reduction, since subjects in coordinated clauses can be 
omitted either when they are coreferential with the subject or the 
object of the preceding clause. Subsequently, Clause-bounded reflexi-
vization and Conjunction Reduction are not conclusive either when it 
comes to Old Swedish (see Falk 1995, 1997). But as Rognvaldsson 
(1991, 1996) points out, even though the results ofthese tests do not 
prove the subjecthood of OSL-NPs, they do not speak against it either. 
The situation is somewhat different in Old English. Allen (1986) estab-
lishes that Conjunction Reduction is a conclusive subjecthood ,test which 
OSL-NPs pass: 
(5) ac gode ne licode na heora geleafleast ... 
but God (dat.) not liked not their faithlessness (nom.) 
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ac asende him to fYr ofheofonum 
but send them to fire of heaven 
'But God didn't like their faithlessness, but _ sent them fire 
from heaven 
(Allen 1986:390) 
Thus, under the Old English period, OSL-NPs behave as syntactic 
subjects, with regard to Conjunction Reduction. 
2.3.2. Neutral Word Order and Subject-verb Inversion 
Subjects in Modern Icelandic either precede the verb or immediately 
follow it when something else is topicalized. OSL-NPs behave the 
same, as illustrated in the following example:4 
(6) a.i 
aji 
bj 
b.ii 
Eg keypti b6kina I grer. 
I (nom.) bought the book (acc.) yesterday 
f grer keypti eg bokina 
Yesterday bought I (nom.) the book (acc.) 
Mig dreymdi Guomund I nott.5 
I (acc.) dreamt Guomundur (acc.) tonight 
f n6tt dreymdi mig Guomund. 
Tonight dreamt I (acc.) Guomundur (ace.) 
The Old Scandinavian data display the same pattern: 
(7) a. I>orleif dreymdi enn draum og ... (Rognvaldsson 1996:41) 
Porleifr (acc.) dreamt yet a-dream and .. . 
'Porleifur had yet another dream and ... ' 
b. Braut fYsir mig nu ... (Rognvaldsson 1996:41) 
away wan,t I (acc.) now ... 
'Now, I want to get away ... ' 
(8) a. honom dr!1lmde een dr!llm om ena nat (Falk 1995:203) 
he (obI.) dreamt a dream one night 
'he had a dream one night' 
b. mere pina bar thessom an hinom CFalk 1995:206) 
more pain deserve they (obI.) than others 
'they deserve more pain than the others' 
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(9) a. meg drfjmde i nath, ath ... (Kalkar 1886-1892) 
I (obI.) dreamt to-night, that .. . 
'I had a dream tonight, that ... ' 
b. tha gruede tegh ath ... (Kalkar 1886-1892) 
then feared you (obI.) that .. . 
'then you were afraid that ... ' 
The examples in (7) are from Old Icelandic, the examples in (8) are 
from Old Swedish and the examples in (9) are from Old Danish. Such 
examples are also readily found in OldJMiddle English and OldJMid-
dIe German (see Seefranz-Montag 1983,1984).6 
When we say that the occurrence in first position in main clauses 
and inverted position when something else is topicalized are subject' 
properties in Modern Icelandic, we mean that according to the speaker's 
intuition these are t~e unmarked word order properties of subjects, 
i.e., the subject is most normally situated in these positions. This also 
holds for OSL-NPs in Old Scandinavian. OSL-NPs seem to be at most 
ease in these positions. Of course I am not making judgements about 
the intuition ofthe speakers of Old Scandinavian; all we have to do is 
to read a text and observe that OSL-NPs are always situated in front 
ofthe finite verb or immediately following it. Falk (1995, 1997) points 
out that we also find objects placed in these positions. Thereby, the 
occurrence in first or inverted position cannot be considered conclu-
sive subjecthood tests, and interpreting OSL-NPs as objects remains 
an alternative. It is undeniable however, that the subjecthood property 
here is not merely being in these positions but rather that being there 
is the unmarked alternative for subjects. OSL-NPs satisfy these re-
quirements and behave in Old Scandinavian as in Modern Icelandic. 
2.3.3. Position in Subordinate Clauses 
In Modern Icelandic, it is very unusual for anything but subjects to be 
in first position in subordinate clauses, according to Magnusson (1990). 
In (10)a the subject is nominative and in (10)b it is dative: 
(10) a. Eg kaupi b6kina efJnl elskar hana. 
'I'll buy the book if you (nom.) love it.' 
b. Eg skila b6kinni efper leioist hun. 
'I'll take the book back if you (dat.) are bored by it.' 
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Rognvaldsson (1996:57-58) points out that this also seems to be true 
for Old Icelandic, giving examples of the OSL-NP in first position in 
subordinate clauses in Old Icelandic: 
(11) a. Jarl spuroi Bjorn efhonum. vreri kunnleiki a l>6roi 
earl asked Bjorn ifhe (dat.) had knowledge (nom.) about 
l>6rour 
'The earl asked Bjorn if he knew l>6rour' 
b. Nu skuluo per segja honum pau min oro ao eg mun verja 
oddi og eggju Noreg meoan mer endast lifdagar til 
now you shall tell him my words that I will defend with 
knifepoint and edge Norway while I (dat.) last lifedays 
(nom.) to 
'Now you can inform him that I will defend Norway with all 
possible means as long as I last' 
Falk (1997:36-37), who investigates which position OSL-NPs occupy 
in subordinate clauses in Old Swedish, asserts that OSL-NPs almost 
always occupy the first position: 
(12) a. oc sagdhe hwat hrenne var drfjmt 
and told what she (obI.) was dreamt 
'and told what she had dreamt' 
b. ren sidhan hrenne koin innan hugh ffjrbudit, tha vilde hon ... 
but since she (obI.) came in mind the prohibition, then 
wanted she ... 
'but since she recalled the prohibition, she then wanted ... ' 
But Falk points out that the occurrence in first position in subordi-
nate clauses is not a conclusive test in Old Swedish, since objects 
could also be situated there. 
There does not seem to be much doubt that OSL-NPs occupy the 
first position in subordinate clauses in Old Icelandic and Old Swed-
ish. However, contrary to Modern and Old Icelandic, this position is 
not a conclusive subject position in Old Swedish. 
2.3.4. Subject-to-Object Raising Constructions 
In Modern Icelandic Subject-to-object Raising Constructions, the sub-
ject of the subordinate predicate behaves as the object of the matrix 
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predicate and changes its morphological case from nominative to ac-
cusative, as in (13)a. When the verb in the subordinate predicate se-
lects a lexically case-marked subject, this subject keeps its lexically 
inherent case, as in (13)b. 
(13) a. Eg tel [pig elska bokinal. 
'I assume [you (acc.) love the book].' 
b. Eg tel [per leioast bokinl 
'I assume [you (dat.) are bored by the book].' 
Cases similar to (13)b are readily found in Old Icelandic: 
(14) a. Gunnar sagoi ser J:>ao vera mer skapi 
Gunnar said himself (dat.) it be near mood 
'Gunnar said that this was what he wanted to do' 
b. Ingolfur ... 'sagoi peim vera mal ao setjast um kyrrt ... 
Ingolfur said them (dat.) be time to sit on still 
'Ingolfur said that now it was time for them to settle down' 
c. porour ... kvao I»orgeiri mjog missjinast ... 
porour said porgeir (dat.) much see wrongly 
'porour said that porgeir was much mistaken' 
(Rognvaldsson 1991:373) 
All the lower verbs and predicates select a lexically case-marked da-
tive. We know by comparison with Subject-to-object. Raising Construc-
tions where the lower verb selects a nominative subject, that it is in 
fact the lower nominative subject which is raised, never the object of 
the lower verb. Ordinary nominative subjects show up in the accusa-
tive, since they are assigned a structural accusative from the higher 
verb. But lexically case-marked subjects keep their lexical case in 
Subject-to-object Raising Constructions. The fact that OSL-NPs also 
participate in Subject-to-object Raising Constructions is an indica-
tion of their subjecthood. The data in (14) reveals that OSL-NPs are 
raised to object in Old Icelandic. Similar examples are also attested in 
Old Swedish (the examples are from Falk 1997:27-28): 
(15) a~ ... ok lretir thik droma vm annat heem 
... and let you dream about another world 
' ... and you let yourself dream about another world' 
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b. han swarade thera sidhum ok sinum sidltum ey samia 
he answered their customs and himselfs customs not get-
along 
'he answered that their customs and his customs didn't fit' 
Notice that the OSL-NP in (15)a presumably is an accusative with the 
verb droma 'dream', but not a dative as in the Old Icelandic Subject-
to-object Raising examples. Falk (1997) argiles that we cannot know 
whether this accusative is a lexical accusative selected by the lower 
verb, or a structural accusative assigned positionally. Therefore, ac-
cording to Falk, these examples cannot be used as an argument for 
the subjecthood of OSL-NPs in Old Swedish, since they do not tell us 
beyond doubt that the OSL-NP has been raised. One might therefore 
assume that an example with an uncontroversial dative, as in (15)b, 
should suffice as an example. But according to Falk a dative only 
shows that the OSL-NP can be interpreted as an object in an OV-
string. Falk is of course right, the example can be interpreted in such 
a way, but that does not automatically entail that such an interpreta-
tion should be preferred. What speaks against Falk's analysis is the 
fact that it assumes a fundamental difference between Modern Ice-
landic and Old Scandinavian, a difference not detectable in the data. 
In my opinion, it is sufficient evidence that the OSL-NPs are found in 
constructions which are (or lqok like) Subject-to-object Raising Con-
structions, since such constructions illustrate that the OSL-NP partici-
pates in an operation which only applies to subjects. 
Verbs selecting OSL-NPs are also found in Subject-to-object Rais-
ing Constructions in 15th century Danish: 
(16) ... och lodh sigh m~ghit tycke at wrere cloogh vdi loghen 
... and let himself much find to be clever about the law 
' ... and he felt that it was important to have great knowledge 
. about the law' (Fragmenter af gammeldanske haandskrifter 
1931-1937:170) 
The verb tycke is always constructed with an OSL-NP and never with 
nominative in this text. The fact that tycke is infinitival in form fol-
lowing the raising verb ladhe 'let' tells us that the subject of the lower 
verb has been raised from its subject position to the object position of 
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the matrix verb. And since tycke selects an OSL-NP, it is this NP that 
has been raised, and therefore must be a subject. Consider next the 
Old English example in (17): 
(17) ye me cause so to smerte (c. 1374) (Seefranz-Montag 1983:132) 
you me cause so to feel pain 
This example clearly illustrates a Subject-to-object Raising Construc-
tion, according to Seefranz-Montag (1983); The OSL-NP, lexically 
selected by the lower verb, has been raised from the lower clause to 
the object position of the matrix verb. 
As is obvious from the examples above, OSL-NPs are found in Sub-
ject-to-object-Raising Constructions in all the Old Scandinavian lan-
guages, and in Old English. I take this as strong support for the hy-
pothesis that Old Scandinavian had Oblique subjects. 
2.3.5. Subject-to-Subject Raising Constructions 
In Subject-to-subject Raising Constructions, the subject of the subor-
dinate clause is raised to the subject position of the matrix clause, 
independent of its morphological case. The following examples are from 
Modern Icelandic: 
(18) a. W; virOist [t; elska b6kina]. 
'You (nom.) seem [to love the book].' 
b. Per; viraist [t; leiaast b6kin]. 
'You (dat.) seem [to be bored by the book].' 
The existence of Subject-to-subject Raising ofOSL-NPs in Old Icelan-
dic supports the claim that Old Icelandic had Oblique subjects. Rogn-
valdsson (1996:62-63) gives the following examples (see also Rogn.-
valdsson 1995:17): 
(19) a. Arna kvaast paa illt pykja. 
.Arni (dat.) said (refl.) it badly feel (inf.) 
'Ami said that he felt that it was bad.' 
b. En henni lest agasamlegt .i?ykja og kvaa eigi 
but she (dat.) acted (refl.) badly feel (inf.) and said not 
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kvinna vist par vera. 
women's place there be 
'But she acted as she felt that it was bad and said that this 
was no place for women.' 
The subjects of the verbs kveoast 'say' and ltitast 'act as' are in the 
dative even though they select nominative subjects. The most reason-
able analysis here is that the subjects are raised from the lower sen-
tence, the verbs of which select datives. 
Subject-to-subject Raising Constructions are also found in Old Swed-
ish (see examples (20)-(22» and Old Danish (examples (23)-(25»: 
(20) honom ... begynte storliga angra at han sa darliga giordt hade 
(Falk 1995:218) 
he (obI.) ... started much regret that he so badly done had 
'he ... started regretting his bad performance' 
(21) them matte fdrtryta at the ... (SoderwalI1884-1918) 
they (obI.) should be sorry that they ... 
'they should be sorry that they ... ' 
(22) Ock them skal angra then ondsko som .. . (Falk 1995:219) 
and they (obI.) sh~ regret the evil that .. . 
'And they shall regret the evil that ... ' 
(23) hanum kwnne rey rodh tiil ryndhe7 (Den danske rimkrj!Snike 
1895-1911:70) 
he (obI.) knew not advice to run. 
'he could not think of any solution' 
(24) them motthre ther forre grwre 
they (obI.) should that for disgust 
'they should be disgusted by that' 
(Den danske rimkrj!Snike 
1895-1911:71) 
(25) mek kwnne rey holle nogher helledhre geffS 
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I (obI.) could not hold any heroes brave 
'I could not be held by any brave heroes' 
All the lower verbs select an OSL-NP and all the higher verbs are 
modals (or aspectuals, as the higher verb in (20» which do not have 
- any external NPs of their own. Hence, examples like these are good 
evidence for the subjecthood ofthe OSL-NPs in Old Swedish and Old 
Danish. Admittedly, the Danish examples are all taken from a rhym-
ed poetic text, but even though poetry sometimes allows more free-
dom than normal speech, that does not indude changes of morpho- 0 
logical case, nor does it make non-raising verbs into raising ones. The 
most reasonable analysis is that the lower verb selects an OSL-NP 
which has been raised to the subject position of the modal/aspectual 
auxiliaries. 
Subject-to-subject Raising Constructi9ns are also found in Old (and 
Medieval) English, according to Seefranz-Montag (1983): 
(26) a. pa ongan hiDe eft langian on his cyppe (971) 
(Seefranz-Montag 1983: 132) 
then started he to long for his kid 
b. us sholde neither lakke gold ne gere (c. 1374) 
(Seefranz-Montag 1983:133) 
we should neither lack gold nor necessities 
Thus, there are examples from all the Old Scandinavian language, 
and Old English that OSL-NPs could undergo raising in Subject-to-
subject Raising Constructions, a raising rule which only applies to 
subjects. These examples strongly suggest the presence of Oblique 
subjects in these languages. 
Alternatively, those OSL-NPs may be analysed as topicalized ob-
o jects. Compare (20) from Old Swedish with (27j from Modern Icelan-
dic: 
(20) honom ... begynte storliga angra at han sa darliga giordt hade 
(Falk 1995:218) 
he (obI.) .,. started much regret that he so badly done had 
'he ... started regretting his bad performance' 
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(27) Bonum byIjaoi ao lioa ilia i maganum. 
he (dat.) started to feel badly in stomach-the 
'He started to have stomach ache.' 
However, analysing medieval OSL-NPs as topicalized objects would 
imply a great difference between examples (20) and (27). Considering 
the fact that there is no visible difference between Modern Icelandic 
and the ancient languages in this respect, I cannot see any reason for 
invoking a different analysis. 
2.3.6. PRO-infinitives 
In Control Constructions, the subject argument of the infinitive, inde-
pendently of its morphological case in a corresponding finite clause, is 
controlled by a NP in the matrix clause. The following examples are 
from Modern Icelandic: 
(28) a. Hann; lofar [ao PRO; lesa b6kina]. 
'He. promises [to PRO. read the book].' 
1 1 
b. Hann.lofar [ao PRO. finnast hOkin skemmtileg] 
1 1 
'He; promises [to PRO; find the book entertaining].' 
According to Rognvaldsson (1996) verbs in the medio-passive seem to 
control PRO-infinitives (see Ottosson 1992:65-69 about syntactic and 
semantic differences between examples of the kind hann telst vera 
rikur 'he is assumed to be rich' and hann telur sig vera rikan 'he claims to 
be rich'). Therefore, examples of middles with infinitives selecting OSL-
NPs should count as an argument for the subjecthood of the OSL-
NPs. Rognvaldsson (1996:60) has found such examples in Old Icelan-
dic (see also Rognvaldsson 1995:17): 
(29) a. Porgils kvaost leioast parvistin 
Porgils said (refl.) be-bored (inf.) there-stay-the 
'Porgils said that he was bored by staying there' 
b. Porour kvaost pykja tvennir kostir til 
Porour said (refl.) feel (inf.) two possibilities exist 
'P6rour said that he felt that two possibilities existed' 
Falk (1997:25) reports three examples from Old Swedish, but claims 
that these examples cannot count as evidence, since the verbs involv-
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ed, Zedhas 'be bored' and Zanga 'long for', can also take nominative 
subjects. However, at least for Zanga, her two examples are from a 
period before Zanga was constructed with the nominative: 
(30) a. os duger ey ther reptir langa 
us helps not there for long 
'it does not help us to long for that' 
b. huat hirelper idher ther ffiptir langa 
what helps you there for long 
'what use is it to long for that' 
Seefranz-Montag (1983) reports that cases where PRO corresponds to 
an OSL-NP are also found in Old English: 
(31) a. him bur]:> to liken well his lif (1275) 
. (Seefranz-Monfag 1983:133) 
he should like well his life 
b. good is, qua]:> Joseph, to dremen of win (1250) 
(Seefranz-Montag 1983: 134) 
good is, said Joseph, to dream of wine 
These examples further corroborate iny hypothesis that Old Scandi-
navian and Old English had Oblique subjects. 
2.3.7. Long Distance Reflexivization 
. In Long distance reflexivization, the anaphor uSUlllly refers to the 
subject of the matrix clause (see Sigurosson 1990), irrespective of the 
case of the subject. The following examples are from Modern Icelan-
dic: 
(32) a. Hann. heldur [ao eg skilji sig.]. 
1 1 
'Hej (nom.) thinks [that I understand himj].' 
b. Honumj finnst [ao eg eigi ao skilja sigj ] 
'He. (dat.) feels [that I should understand himj ].' 1 
Rognvaldsson has found some examples in Old Icelandic (1996:64): 
(33) a. Og er konungur fretti ]:>ao ]:>a h'kar honumj eigi ]:>arvist 
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and when the king heard this then likes hej (dat.) not their 
]:>eirra og ]:>ykir eigi orvffint [ao ]:>eir muni ]:>ar eflast ffitla til 
presence and feels not desperate [that they will there go-
mots vio sigJ. 
stronger against himJ 
'And when the king heard that, he dislikes their presence 
there and feels that it is not out of the question that they 
plan to gain strength agaillst him.' 
b. og ]:>otti honum; [sem fostra smum; mundi mein ao veroa]. 
'and he. (dat.)felt [as ifhis. foster father would be harmed].' 
1 1 
That the reflexives refer to the OSL-NPs is a strong argument for the 
presence of Oblique subjects in Old Icelandic. Since Long distance 
reflexivization does not occur in Old Mainland Scandinavian, it can-
not be used as a test for subjecthood in these languages. 
2.3.8. Summary . 
IfOSL-NPs are syntactic subjects, the evidence we can exp~ct to find 
for their subjecthood cannot be more conclusive than the evidence we 
may find for the subjecthood of nominative subjects. In this section I 
have illustrated that OSL-NPs in Old Scandinavian and Old English 
behave as Oblique subjects and nominative subjects behave in Modern 
Icelandic. In my opinion, the facts presented strongly corroborate my 
hypothesis that Old Scandinavian generally allowed Oblique subjects. 
2.4. Counterarguments 
Falk (1997:27) has found some Old Swedish examples of Subject-to-
object Raising in constructions where the OSL-NP is not raised to 
object, but instead it is the nominative which is raised to object. 
(34) Thy at the sighia syndena [ ... ] ey swa mykit mistakkias gudhi 
[my shortening] 
therefore that they say sin-the [ .. .] not so much dis-please God 
'Because they say that the sin [. .. ] is not so displeasing for God' 
According to Falk, the existence of such examples is an argument 
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against the subjecthood of the OSL-NPs. I agree with Falk; first, the 
dative is not raised to object, second, the dative is situated after the 
finite verb, which is a position for objects .. 
Falk also finds examples of PRO-infinitives, where it is the nomina-
tive but not the dative which has the function of the subject, which is 
also a counterexample to my claim that OSL-NPs are syntactic sub-
jects. 
(35) vm han astunda at thiikkias minom son ok mik (Falk 1997:26) 
if he practises to consent-to my son and me 
'if he practises consenting to my son and me'· 
Notice however that most of the counterexamples in Falk (1997) are 
examples with the Old Swedish verb thakkias. According to Soder-
wall (1884-1918) this verb could be constructed both personally and 
impersonally. In the following example it is clear that the nominative 
Theme is the subject: 
(36) tiiktis hon for hans oghon 
pleased she (nom.) for his eyes 
'she pleased his eyes' 
(Soderwa1l1884~1918) 
The same ambiguity was also found with Old Icelandic pekkjast 'con-
sent to, accept', according to Fritzner (1896), but in Modern Icelandic 
this verb only takes a nominative subject: 
(37) Eg pekktist manninn minn ao lokum. 
I (nom.) consented-to my husband finally 
'Finally I consented to my husband.' 
The fact that pekkjast occurs in two (or more) possible constructions 
in Old Scandinavian means that cases like (34), (35) and (36) cannot 
be used as counterexamples to my claim that OSL-NPs are syntactic 
subjects. 
Other potential counterexamples to my claim, noticed by Falk 
(1997:37), are presented in (38). In these examples it is the nomina-
tive and not the OSL-NP which occupies the subject position: 
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(38) a. Thy bOr thet herra och fOrsta til 
therefore belongs it lords and princes to 
'Therefore it belongs to lords and princes' 
b. at thz wiil behagadhe iudhomen 
that it well pleased Jews-the 
'that the Jews were pleased' 
According to Falk, this is common when the nominative Theme is a 
pronoun. Kristoffersen (1991:88) has one example of the same kind: 
(39) (oo.) pa likar hon mer yfir allar prer er ek hefi fyrr set ok heyrt 
then likes she (nom.) me (dat.) over all those which I have earlier 
seen and heard 
'her I like best of all those I have seen or heard' 
All these cases contain the verbs bOra 'be obliged to', behaga 'suit' and 
Uka 'like', and all are subject to the same kind of criticism as thakkias. 
With respect to bOra 'be obliged to' Soderwall (1884-1918) shows that 
its thematic structure can differ with respect to which argument, the 
Experiencer or the Theme, is the subject. behaga 'suit' is a typical 
example of a verb which in Modern Icelanmc can either have the no-
minative or the dative as subject. These verbs are constructed with 
one dative NP and one nominative NP, and it seems that both NPs 
(one at a time) pass all the subjecthood tests.9 (40) below illustrates 
such pairs in Modern Icelandic: 
(40) a.i Per hafOi hentao petta agretlega. 
you (dat.) had suited this fine 
'This suited you fine.' 
aji HafOi per hentao petta agretlega? 
had you suited this fine 
l;ljii Petta hafOi hentao per agretlega. 
this had suited you fine 
a.iiii HafOi petta hentao per agretlega? 
had this suited you fine 
bj Per hafOi gagnast petta agretlega. 
you (dat.) had helped this fine 
'This helped you fine.' 
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b.ii HafOi per gagnast petta agretlega? 
had you (dat.) helped this fine 
b.iii Petta hafiH gagnast per agretlega. 
this had helped you fine 
b.iiii HafOi petta gagnast per agretlega? 
had this helped you fine 
c.i Per hafOi ekki komia petta via. 
you (dat.) had not come this with 
'This is none of your business.' 
c.ii HafOi per ekki komia petta via? 
had you not come this with 
c.iii Petta hafOi ekki komia per via. 
this had not come you with 
c.iiii HafOi petta ekki komia per via? 
had this not come you with 
According to Bern6dusson (1982) such pairs also seem to have existed 
in Old Icelandic, and he gives Uka 'like' as an example. Notice that the 
nominative Theme is a pronoun.10 
The fact that such pairs exist in both Old and Modern Icelandic (and 
there are plenty of them) undermines the status of the sentences in 
(38) and (39) as counterexamples to my claim that Oblique subjects 
are found in all the Old Scandinavian languages. The examples in (38) 
and (39) only show that there was a category of verbs in Old Scandinavian 
which had a choice regarding which constituent to single out as a subject. 
2.5. Conclusions about Old Scandinavian 
Let us take a look at the arguments that have been raised against 
analysing OSL-NPs as subjects. In my opinion, Kristoffersen's and 
Falk's argument that OSL-NPs cannot be subjects because there is 
not enough evidence to prove them to be so, is not valid. OSL-NPs 
might be subjects even though proving this is hard, or impossible. 
Our main problem, of course, is that we do not have access to native 
speakers of Old Scandinavian. Therefore, we have to rely on the writ-
ten sources. MliSrck's argument against the subjecthood ofOSL-NPs is 
not valid either since it is morphological in nature, not syntactic. 
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Falk has presented counterexamples intended to show that OSL-
NPs are not subjects; a) the nominative is the subject in PRO-infini-
tives, b) the dative is situated after the infinite verb, c) the nomina-
tive is situated in the subject position. I have shown that the verbs in 
Falk's a) and b) examples are verbs which can be constructed both 
personally and impersonally, which makes her argument invalid. I 
.. have also shown that Falk's c) examples can either be constructed 
personally or can belong to a class of verbs which either have the Ex-
periencer as a subjector the Theme as a subject. Hence, Falk's coun-
terexamples do not qualify as arguments against the subjecthood of 
OSL-NPs. To sum up, there is no independent evidence against ana-
lysing OSL-NPs as syntactic subjects in Old Scandinavian. 
Let us now consider the arguments against analysing OSL-NPs as 
objects. The OSL-NPs are never situated after the infinite verb. They 
are always situated before the finite verb or immediately after the 
verb when something else is fronted. To sum up, OSL-NPs do not oc-
cur in prototypical object positions. They also have other properties in 
common with nominative subjects, as I have shown in this paper. My 
findings are that OSL-NPs are subjects in Old Scandinavian, hence 
the hypothesis is corroborated. The prototypical subjecthood behaviour, 
which OSL-NPs exhibit, can be summarized in the following table: 
Table 1. 
MIce OIce OSw ODa OEng 
Clause-bounded Reflexivization xo x x x x 
Conjunction Reduction xo x x x xo 
Word order in decl. main clauses xo x x x x 
Subject-verb inversion xo x x x x 
Position in sub. clauses xo xo x 
.. Subject-to-object raising xo xo xo xo xo 
Subject-to-subject raising xo xo xo xo xo 
PRO-infinitives xo xo xo .. xo 
Long distance reflexivization xo xo 
Notes: xo = conclusive subjecthood test, x = nonconclusive subject-
hood test but OSL-NPs behave like Oblique subjects in Modern Ice-
landic. 
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To sum up, there are at least five tests indicating that OSL-NPs 
are subjects in Old Icelandic, at least three tests with the same effect 
for Old Swedish, at least four tests for Old English, and at least two 
tests that indicate that OSL-NPs are subjects in Old Danish. No 
tests go against the hypothesis. Apart from that, it is obvious that 
OSL-NPs behaved in Old Scandinavian and Old English as they be-
have in Modern Icelandic. That is yet another reason for assum-
ing that OSL-NPs were syntactic subjects already at these early 
stages. 
The evidence that OSL-NPs were subjects in Old High German is 
(or seems to be) less clear than in the other Germanic languages. 
However, word order properties speak for their subjecthood and there 
is no indication of them behaving as objects. Seefranz-Montag (1983, 
1984), who has undertaken the task ofinvestigating the subject prop-
erties of OSL-NPs in 014 High German and Old and Medieval Eng-
lish claims that they are syntactic subjects, based on theoretical 
grounds, comparison with Old English and comparison with Modern 
High German. 
OSL-NPs are not analysed as syntactic subjects in Modern High 
German; they do not appear in Imperative Constructions, Control Con-
structions, Subject-to-object Raising Constructions or Conjunction Re-
duction Constructions. On the other hand, they do control anaphoric 
reflexivization in certain cases, they can be relativized, they do appear in 
Subject-to-subject Raising Constructions, they can be deleted in Con-
junction Reduction Constructions if they are deleted under identifi-
, cation with another OSL-NP, and they do appear in certain types of 
PRO-infinitives (Seefranz-Montag 1983:165-167). The fact that OSL-
NPs seem to pass some of the subjecthood tests of Modern High Ger-
man but not others, is not at all strange in the light of the fact that 
verbs selecting OSL-NPs are not only non-productive but also hardly 
ever used. According to Seefranz-Montag (1983:200) these construc-
tions are non-existent in spoken German, they exist almost exclusive-
ly in formal written language and are considered archaisms of earlier 
periods of GermanY It is of course not surprising that more or less 
lexicalized relics do not pass tests made to measure productive proc-
esses. These facts suggest that OSL-NPs, at some point or another in 
the history of German, had the 'syntactic status of subjects, but then 
lost it.12 
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3. Summary 
In this paper I have compared the syntactic properties of OSL-NPs 
from Old Icelandic, Old Swedish, Old Danish and Old English with 
OSL-NPs in Modern Icelandic. The result of that comparison is that 
the hypothesis that OSL-NPs were syntactic subjects in the older 
stages has been corroborated. My claim has been that since we as-
sume that Oblique subjects exist in Modern Icelandic, we should also 
assume that they existed in Old Scandinavian unless we have an em-
pirical reason for not doing so. The examination here has not given us 
any reason to assume that OSL-NPs behave any differently in Old 
Scandinavian and Old English than in Modern Icelandic. 
Dept. of Scandinavian Languages 
Lund University 
Helgonabacken 14 
S-223 62 Lund 
Notes 
1. This paper is a slightly revised version of a working paper in WPSS (see 
BarOdal1997). I want to thank everyone who contributed to the WPSS 
version, I also thank the editors of NOWELE for further comments. 
2. The term Experiencer Construction is here mainly used for verbs select-
ing an accusative or dative subject-like NF, where in the most prototypi-
cal case the thematic role is the role of the Experiencer. A less prototypi-
cal case is the subject-like dative with IcI. bera, Sw. bOra 'be obliged to', 
which obviously is not an Experiencer. 
3. A small difference in the behaviour of the OSL-NPs from Old to Modern 
Icelandic can be detected (see Rognvaldsson 1996). It seems as if OSL-
NPs tend to be situated postverbally, more often in Old Icelandic than 
in Modern Icelandic. But since this difference in behaviour is also found 
with nominative non"agentive subjects, it is most reasonable to assume 
that non-agentive subjects, as a group, behave differently, and not that 
the syntactic status of OSL-NPs is involved at all. 
4. The medieval examples I present here and in the rest of the paper are 
not a result of my excerptation. The examples from Modern Icelandic 
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are mirie. Most of the Old Icelandic examples are from ROgnvaldsson 
(1991, 1996), apart from one from Kristoffersen (1991). Most of my Old 
Swedish examples are from Falk (1995, 1997), but some are from So-
derwall (1884-1918). The Old Danish examples are from Kalkar (1886-
1889), Den danske rimkr~nike (1895-1911) and Fragmenter af gammel-
danske haandskrifter (1931-1937). The Old English examples are from 
Seefranz-Montag (1983), apart from one from Allen (1986). 
5. Apart from the translations ofthe Old Icelandic examples of Subject-to-
object Raising, all translations from Old Icelandic, Old Swedish and Old 
Danish are mine. 
6. Seefranz-Montag's data show that OSL-NPs were highly productive in 
both Medieval English and Medieval German, which provides counter 
evidence to Smirnickaja (1972), who argues that the impersonal patterns 
are much less frequent and non-productive in Old and Middle English, 
OldlMiddle German, Old Danish, Old Swedish and Eddaic Icelandic than 
in Old Icelandic. A fact, which according to Smirnickaja, is due to imper-
sonal patterns having pecome productive again in Old Icelandic. 
7. Compare similar constructions in Icelandic (the examples here and iIi 
the following footnote are partly based on examples from J6nsson (1994»: 
(i)a Honum fellur eitthvao til 
he (dat) falls something to 
'He will come up with something' 
Honum mun falla eitthvao til 
he (dat) will (fut) fall something to 
And many constructions with the verbrenna 'run' selecting dative subjects. 
(ii) Honum rann pao til rifja 
'It hurt him' 
(iii) Honum rann bl6oio til skyldunnar 
'He had an obligation of blood' 
(iv) Honum rann i skap 
'He got angry' 
(v) Honum rann i bIj6st 
, 'He fell asleep' 
8. Compare a similar construction in Icelandic: 
(i) Mer heldu engin bOnd 
I (dat.) held no strings 
Mer gatu ekki haldio nokkur bOnd 
I (dat.) could not hold any strings 
'I could not be held by anything' 
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And more constructions with kalda 'hold' selecting dative subjects: 
(ii) Honum heIst ilia' a peningum 
'He could not hold onto his money 
(iii) Honum heIst petta uppi lengi 
'He continued doing that for a long time' 
(iv) Honum helt vio sturlun 
'He was about to go crazy' 
9. It should be emphasized here that this fact about Icelandic is not widely 
known. To my knowledge, Bern6dusson (1982), was the first to write 
about these pairs (see also Barnes 1986 on Faroese, Allen 1995 on Old 
English, and BarOdal1998 on Old Scandinavian in general). Traditional 
grammar books do not say anything on this matter, and dictionaries do 
not always tell either. Since it is not a part of most grammars to assume 
that either argument of a verb can be its subject, and since the existence 
of such verbs is not generally known, one does not usually assume such 
an analysis or search for such examples. 
10. What seems to be happening here is that the speaker himself decides 
which argument of the verb becomes the subject and which becomes the 
object. About subject choice, Croft (1991:115) says: 
(i) Most discourse analysts agree that, when a choice for subject is 
involved, topicality governs the choice, and that, when a choice is 
not involved, the NP that is grammatically required to fill the 
subject slot is a 'natural topic'. 
, 11. A native speaker has informed me that a few verbs selecting OSL-NPs 
are regularly .used in the spoken language, implying that Seefranz-
Montag's claim that verbs selecting OSL-NPs are lacking in the spoken 
language, might be a bit too strong. This fact does, however, not affect 
the point being made here. 
12. A counterclaim to Cole et. aI. (1980) who claim that OSL-NPs never 
were syntactic subjects in German. 
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